EXHIBIT 1
SUMMARIZED PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS

- Analyze, design, and implement MOPAC Southbound improvements
- Implement dedicated turn lanes
- Remove 150 LF of existing parking to create dedicated turn lanes
- Revise traffic signal timing to account for reduced 6th Street West bound traffic
- Revise traffic from one way North bound only to South bound only between 5th and 6th Street
- Implement proposed TxDOT restriping
- Revise traffic from one way North bound only to South bound only between 5th and 6th Street
- Recover asphalt trail used for illegal pedestrian crossing
- Implement dedicated turn lanes
- Implement proposed TxDOT restriping
- See Exhibit #5
- See Exhibit #5
- See Exhibit #5
- See Exhibit #5
- See Exhibit #5
- See Exhibit #5
- See Exhibit #5
- Implement proposed AISD ROW improvements
- See Exhibit #5 and #6
- Revise traffic from one way North bound only to South bound only between 5th and 6th Street
- Remove 150 LF of existing parking to create dedicated turn lanes
- Analyze, design, and implement MOPAC Southbound improvements
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